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Partner search form 
For Creative Europe project applications 

Call Cultural Cooperation Projects in the Western Balkans 
Strand or category Visual and Fine Arts 
 

Cultural operator – who are you? 
Name of organisation Public Association “The Association of Artists and Art Lovers – 

Kornjaca” 
Country Serbia 
Organisation website http://udruzenjeslikara-kornjaca.com/ 
Contact person Ljubica Radović, Director                                                 

e-mail:kornjacaudruz@gmail.com   Phone: +381 69 689 650 
Organisation type Non-governmental public organisation  
Scale of the organization Small-scale organisation 
PIC number 891421756 
Aims and activities of the 
organisation 

A civic project primarily aimed at the affirmation of art. Unique 
in that artists and art lovers are joined together to create and 
promote art and culture in Serbia.  
 
The Association of Painters and Painting Lovers "Kornjaca" was 
founded in 2017. Our goal is to create opportunities for artists 
to present their works to the public and thus communicate with 
the audience. 
Direct contact of the audience with the artwork and 
conversation with the artist is our primary motivation. 
In the exhibition space of our association we organize 
exhibitions of paintings, literary evenings, music evenings as 
well as film and video evenings. Our members are professional 
artists of all ages, but we are especially dedicated to providing 
opportunities for young people to exhibit. 
In addition to solo exhibitions, we have organized 
interdisciplinary exhibitions as follows: 
1. The First Educated Women of Serbia (cooperation with 
“Women's Studies”), 2. The Serbian 
Fairy Tale as inspiration (cooperation with an anthropologist). 
3. The Annual Student Exhibition (Faculty of Fine Arts graduate 
students) 
 

Role of the organisation in 
the project 

Partner, author of the idea 

Previous EU grants 
received 

None 

 

Proposed Creative Europe project – to which project are you looking for partners? 
Sector or field Visual and Fine Arts, Sculpture 
Description or summary of 
the proposed project 

The Museum of Women Project consists of a series of group art 
exhibitions where the topic of the first formally educated 
women in Serbia is explored. The purpose of the project is to 



   

document the history of women's contributions in Serbia who 
have been unjustly forgotten and whose work has been 
suppressed up until now.  
 
In a society increasingly dependent on politics, the position in 
its cultural heritage, that represents the practice, expression, 
knowledge and skills of women, is not receiving full recognition 
it deserves. The goal is to make their efforts visible and show 
their significance in our culture through art. Painters are asked 
to examine the linear synergy of the historical and 
contemporary context through their artwork. Thoughts and 
visions of contemporary artists are focused on the broader field 
of social relations. 
 
Reaching a wider audience, such as high school students and 
people who are not usual gallery visitors/goers, requires a non 
conventional approach. Schools and cultural centers across the 
country serve as an alternative exhibition space(s). 
Through inspiring and inspirational presentation, the 
significance of women pioneers (each in their field) is shown. 
Thematic exhibitions follow each of these women creating 
interdisciplinary content. Creativity field is a starting point 
where art and factual meet each other making way for a more 
open and honest look at the past. The pictorial artwork of 
brand new content and quality expands the way we see our 
history and value our cultural heritage simultaneously enriching 
our present. 
 
The importance of the project is bringing to light the wealth of 
the legacy and for the purpose of entering into the public 
record the achievements of these exceptional women who of 
their own volition took up and established their initiatives in 
spite of encountering obstacles to carry out their individual 
work. 
The project is unique in that it showcases the continued 
interest into the insight of these women and to demonstrate 
the value of the engagement of the contemporaries to their 
ancestral roots. 
The contemporaries have had to seek, gather and synthesize 
the information and through the artistic medium they are 
further revealing and recognizing the women for the 
importance of their work. This exhibition is instrumental in 
educating the public of their own heroines who have changed 
the discourse on women's rights and capacities. These women 
have inspired their contemporaries and this project aims to 
inspire future generations by providing precedent for what was 
possible and what may yet be possible in the future. 
 
 

Partners currently involved 
in the project 

 

 



   

Partners searched – which type of partner are you looking for?  
From country or region All eligible countries 

------------------------------------------------------ 
EU countries: Croatia, Slovenia, Italy, Germany, 
Austria,Greece, Slovakia, Hungary, The Netherlands, 
Denmark.. 

Preferred field of expertise  We would like to become a partner on the project in the field of 
visual arts, that will be submitted on the Call for proposal 
Cultural Cooperation Projects in the Western Balkans. 
-Art Galleries, Association(s) of painters and artists interested 
in bringing awareness of women’s contribution to the cultural 
heritage through their artwork. 

Please get in contact no 
later than 

 

 
Projects searched – are you interested in participating in other EU projects as a 
partner? 
Yes / no Yes 
Which kind of projects are 
you looking for?  

Projects that are primarily focused on bringing broader social 
perspective through various artistic forms free of paternalistic 
frames. Potential partners interested in theoretical and 
practical experience of feminism in art and/or artists interested 
in women’s cultural heritage. 
 
Collaboration with artists from outside Serbia would greatly 
affect the further development of our association and individual 
creative work of the artist. Exchanges of exhibitions, the 
possibility of a painter traveling to other environments would 
confirm the thesis that culture is communication. 
We are interested to be project partner since this is our first 
potential participation in the project. 

 
Publication of partner search 
This partner search can be 
published?* 

Yes 

 


